In August 2016, the District implemented Synergy, Student Information System (SIS), replacing the district's legacy proprietary SIS known as Mojave. The District configured Synergy to remain consistent with the updates made in Mojave to align to the Dropout Prevention and Graduation Plan. The following new codes were added to reflect the District's discipline program:

1. 292 – ISI (In School Intervention) -> which points to the State Code of 092 – Reassignment To A Different Class for AzSafe/OCR reporting

2. 294 – DAEP (District Alternative Ed Program) -> which points to the State Code of 094 – Reassignment to Other School In District for AzSafe/OCR reporting

The adjustments were made to Synergy because all ISI are reassignments to a different class, but not all reassignments to a different class are ISI and, while all DAEP are reassignments to a different school, not all reassignments to a different school are DAEP.